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Using GPS Antennas With the AVN‐GMCS
Grandmaster Clock
Sonifex can supply a small window mounting GPS antenna, the AVN‐GPS5, GPS receiver
antenna & 5m lead. But for anything more than this, the following information is useful
as a guide to know what to search for in more detail, when selecting a GPS antenna for
use with the AVN‐GMCS PTPv2 grandmaster clock.
GPS Antenna & Cable Overview
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a worldwide radio‐navigation system formed from a constellation of 31
satellites that continuously orbit the earth provided by the United States Space Force. Each GPS satellite has on
board several atomic clocks that are precisely synchronized to Universal Time Coordinated (UTC).
Coded signals are broadcast by each of the satellites with the exact time and position of the satellite. All GPS
receivers use an antenna to receive these signals. By using a GPS receiver optimized for time and not position it
is possible to get extremely precise time synchronization with the satellite’s atomic clocks.
The signals from the GPS satellites operate in the “semi‐visible” spectrum of the L1 band (1575.42 MHz) with a
minimum signal level of ‐162.0 dBW. With this very low signal strength the GPS antenna must be able to “see”
the sky to acquire the signals. Practically speaking the antenna must have a clear view of the sky and thus be
mounted on a roof, or in some cases in a window. Obstacles such as mountains and buildings can block the GPS
signal. The antennas are coffee cup size or smaller, and are connected to the GPS receiver typically via coaxial
cable.
Since the GPS signal is very weak the antenna usually amplifies the signal to drive it through the cable to the
receiver. Antenna cable however offers some resistance and the GPS signal strength will attenuate as it travels
down the cable. GPS receiver sensitivity is finite so if the cable length is too long the signal will be too weak for
the receiver to detect it. Consequently it is very important to know the distance in advance between the
antenna and the receiver so that the proper cable solution can be installed.

GPS Antenna Placement and Mounting
There are two basic antenna types used with GPS timing receivers: roof mounted and window mounted.
The roof mounted antenna is required for the more accurate GPS clocks since at least three satellites are
required to be in view at all times to maintain timing accuracy, typically nanoseconds to UTC. The roof
mounted antenna is always preferable since by nature of its location has the best view of the sky.
The window mounted antenna is applicable for the network time servers which operate with a lesser
degree of accuracy, typically microseconds or in some cases low milliseconds to UTC, and can function with as
few as one intermittent satellite in view.
A variation on the roof antenna is the GPS Down/Up converter used for very long cable runs. This is a special
GPS antenna that receives the GPS signal and down converts it to a lower frequency that is then sent down the
cable. Next to the GPS receiver is an up converter that converts the signal back to the original frequency and
delivers it to the GPS receiver. This process is transparent to the GPS receiver.

Roof Antenna Placement
When selecting a site for the roof antenna, find an outdoor location that provides full 360‐
degree visibility of the horizon. In most cases, this means locating the antenna as high as
possible, thus on the roof. Any obstructions may degrade unit performance by blocking the
satellite signals. Blocked signals can increase the time for satellite acquisition, or prevent
acquisition altogether.
A short mounting mast and hose clamps are provided with the roof antenna to mount the
antenna to a pole or the peak of a building. The antenna mounting mast and clamps are well
suited to attach the antenna to a vent pipe or mast affixed to the roof. The pipe must be
rigid and able to withstand high winds without flexing.

Fig 1.

Typical Roof Antenna Mounting
GPS receivers can be susceptible to reflected GPS signals called multipath. Multipath interference is caused by
reflected signals that arrive at the antenna out of phase with the direct signal and are particularly prevalent in
cities where there can be reflections from sky‐scrapers. This interference is most pronounced at low elevation
angles from 10 to 20 degrees above the horizon. The height of the mast/antenna may be extended upward to
prevent multipath interference. The antenna should also be at least three to six feet (1‐2 m) from a reflecting
surface.

Window Antenna Placement
The window mount antenna is suitable for use only with the network time server products with appropriate
versions of firmware. For window mounted antenna installations it is best to use a window with the best view
of the sky. For windows with equivalent views, orientations that face the equator are preferred. Generally
more satellites will be in view toward the equator than away from it, east or west facing windows will also
work. Polar facing windows will also work but in general are not preferred. Windows that have the best view of
the sky are always preferred regardless of orientation.
Attach the antenna above the window sill versus at the top of the window. This will improve the upward
visibility from the antenna to the sky. Note that some window glazing treatments may reduce or block the GPS
signals, preventing the time server from acquiring the time.

Indoor Mounting Can Be Problematic
Obstructions may block signal reception if your GPS antenna is not properly located. Try to find an
unobstructed view of the sky. In some cases this can be accomplished by placing the included basic antenna
adjacent to a window. However, in most cases good reception will require mounting a standard antenna
outside of the building, perhaps on a roof. It is possible that the system will operate indoors and under certain
obstructions, but this can only be determined by trial and error to ultimately lead to a successful installation.

GPS Antenna Cable Configurations/Options
Antenna cabling solutions typically vary depending on how far the antenna is installed from the GPS receiver.
150ft (45m) is the unaided cable length limit for many GPS timing receivers. Adding a GPS inline amplifier
extends the cable length an additional 150ft (45m). Beyond 300ft (90m) alternative methods may be used.
Figure 2 highlights the cable lengths and the antenna solutions that enable them.
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Experiments With Different Cable Types
The type of cable used between the antenna and the AVN‐GMCS affects the length of cable required. The test
below were carried out using the AVN‐GPS5 (which has 5m of RG174 cable connected to it) and then adding
the following cables. Note that the connectors to join the cables would have also caused some insertion loss.
Using the best cable (for example the CC‐HDF400‐100M https://www.wifi‐antennas.co.uk/hdf400‐low‐loss‐
coaxial‐cable‐100m‐drum) we’ve managed to get the GPS to work with 100m of cable without an amplifier.
Although a GPS lock can be obtained, using an antenna amplifier would be advisable with cable lengths over
45m‐50m, especially with thinner RG58U cable, allowing a further extension of 45‐50m.
The cheapest, thinnest RG58U cable only extends up 20‐30m.
The AVN‐GMC provides 3V3 volts for the GPS antenna, so the thinner RG174 cable isn't recommended on
longer cable runs due to the attenuation and DC voltage drop. The GPS antennas usually need 3 to 5V DC.

Cable Delay
GPS position as well as precise UTC time is determined at the point the GPS signals are received at the antenna.
Since the antenna is typically attached to the GPS timing receiver via a cable, signal propagation delays through
the cable cause the time calculated by the receiver to be slightly behind UTC. In GPS clocks with nanosecond
and microsecond accuracy this is a critical factor. In products such as network time servers, cable delay is not
important because time transfer over IP networks, such as that used by the AVN‐GMCS, degrades the time to
the millisecond level.
Cable delay is a function of the cable type. RG‐58 cable for example typically delays the signal 1.54 ns/ft. For 50
feet of cable (15 m) the delay would be 77 nanoseconds.
Cable delay is removed by advancing the antenna signal inside the GPS receiver. In this example, advancing the
signal +77 nanoseconds removes all cable latency.
Solutions such as the GPS Down/up converter also introduce signal latency but this latency can also be
removed by adjusting the signal. All precision GPS timing receivers with nanosecond or microsecond timing
accuracy have the ability to compensate for cable delay.

Fig 2.
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Lightning Arrestor
In‐line lightning arrestors are mounted on a low impedance ground between the antenna and the point where
the cable enters the building. They require no additional power or wiring except the ground lead.

GPS Down/Up Converter
The GPS Down/Up converter makes cable runs of 250 to 1500 feet (75 m to 457 m) possible. GPS signal down
conversion requires a special GPS antenna and corresponding signal up‐converter. The antenna module
converts the signal down to a lower frequency that is less susceptible to attenuation, and transmits it the
length of the cable to
the up‐converter. The
up converter restores
the signal to the normal
GPS signal frequency for
the receiver. The
down/up conversion
process is transparent
to the GPS receiver.
As with any precision
GPS timing receiver,
only cable delay and
Fig 3
down conversion delays
need to be entered into the receiver. Power is supplied by the GPS receiver. In the case of Bus level GPS
receivers an external power supply is used. It is important to note that the cable used in GPS down/up
conversion is different than the standard cable.

Fiber Optic Links
Fiber‐optic connections function as a transparent link between the antenna and GPS receiver equipment.
These links eliminate the limitations of copper systems by enabling longer transmission distances while
retaining the highest
level of signal quality. In
addition, fiber optics
provide several other
significant network
advantages, including
simplified network
design, ease of
installation, and
immunity from EMI/RFI
and lightning.
Fig 4

Advanced Planning
It is time well spent to estimate in advance the cable length from the GPS antenna to the receiver for any
planned installation. Cable lengths that are too short or too long can each introduce problems. In some cases
adding an inline amplifier and some extra cable may be a quick and economical solution. In other instances
retrofitting for a GPS down/up converter may be necessary which will require installing a different cable type.
Keep in mind that some extra cable coiled in a ceiling, leftover from over estimating the cable length, is not
necessarily negative. Provided you know the length of the total cable, the cable delay can be accounted for and
the timing accuracy maintained.
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Examples of Antenna & Distribution Options
Please note that these are only examples of what’s available – you should make your own purchasing decisions
based on your own installation environment and try and buy locally to get technical support/advice.
AVN‐GPS5, GPS Receiver Antenna & 5m Lead
This is the standard antenna sold by Sonifex, freely available from other stores. It is IP67 rated, but the sticky
pad and magnetic mount may not be suitable on top of a windy tall building.
https://www.sonifex.co.uk/avn/avn‐gps5.shtml
QK‐AS14 Waterproof Antenna With Optional Mounting Base.
For a fixed installation this product will give good results. There are different cable adapters available which
maybe useful with the cable extension.
https://www.quark‐elec.com/product/qk‐as14‐gps‐antenna/
GPS Signal Splitting
A simple splitter will connect an antenna to two or maybe more GPS units with one side of the splitter passing
DC and the other only signal. There would be a drop in signal strength with the splitter, so a signal amplifier
may help. Two examples:
https://www.gpsnetworking.com/products/mldcbs1x2‐r2
https://www.gpsnetworking.com/products/mil‐ldcbs1x4
GPS Amplification
In‐line amplifiers need around 3 to 20V DC and the additional load needs to be taken into consideration.
http://starlinkdgps.com/products/gps‐inline‐amplifiers/
https://www.gps‐repeaters.com/gps‐repeater‐solutions/gnss‐gps‐inline‐amplifiers/
GPS Distribution
Below is a link to a US company that specialises in GPS antenna and distribution:
www.gpsnetworking.com
Optical GPS Distribution
The same company above have an optical solution that will transmit up to 10 kilometres.
https://www.gpsnetworking.com/products/fogpsal‐rm
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